
RECORD COMPANY BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLES

If you want to start a record label, it's important to write a record label business plan. Use this advice & free template to
get started.

Radio Promotion Despite the fact that radio no longer possesses the sole influence on record sales, sharing the
spotlight now with video resources, it is still a heavyweight medium for record promotion. Reach profitability
within three years. The years of experience maintained in both the business and creative sides of record
company operations will enable REC to generate profitable revenue immediately. Major record labels utilize
both in-house and independent promoters to assist in the effort to maximize the airplay of a new song or
album. These funds will mainly be used to: a [establish a corporate office,] b [maintain expenses to run the
business,] c [develop our artists and secure new artists,] d [fund music production budgets, Video Production
and other creative expenses] e [fund marketing and promotional budgets. Our Target Market When it comes to
music, there are no exemptions to who you can sell to. One of the ways that you can do this by having a good
business plan in place. On the bands that are a commercial success, there are huge windfalls of profit to be
made by the record corporations. In the early years of the recording industry, record labels were just the
leverage any music artistes need to become successful in the music industry. Management estimates there are
approximately 30, independent labels that have their own production and distribution capabilities. But when it
comes to sourcing for recording artist to sign on to your record label, you will probably get a good catch from
the 16 â€” 35 age bracket. REC has formed an experienced, award-winning management team. With the
advent of the internet, it has now become pretty much easier for music labels to increase their range of
operations. S but in the world stage as well. As mentioned earlier, one of the very things that you would be
required to bring to the table is to first and foremost have the knack for music. Reed Music will contract with
independent record promoters to interface with radio station program directors and music video network
directors. Combined, these artists have sold over , units in the past three years. Doe is not seeking an
investment from a third party at this time. Most likely, the Company will hire a qualified business broker to
sell the business on behalf of the Record Label. Selected over the past year, these highly talented veteran and
debuting artists will enable REC to quickly penetrate the music marketplace. Producers will be hired on a per
project basis. In January , iTunes, the leading download store, announced it was making eight million
DRM-free tracks available at flexible pricing points. The financial success of an album can be guaranteed
through the establishment of proper marketing and promotion budgets. Enjoy the sample below of the record
label business plan template. In addition to canvassing radio stations, independent record promoters will also
devote substantial time securing airplay for music videos. Yours could be to dominate the Music industry
offline and online across the world by producing and promoting high quality entertainment products. This will
translate into significant sales of music CDs, MP3s , concert tickets, and related products e.


